Do Not Forget about Tuberculosis- Intestinal Tuberculosis or Crohn’s Disease- A Diagnostic Challenge
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Abstract

Background & Aims: Very often the differential diagnosis between Crohn’s disease and ITB is difficult because the two diseases have similar clinical picture, endoscopic and histological findings, as well as imaging changes.

Case report: We present a case of 24-year-old male with intestinal tuberculosis initially suspected to be Crohn’s disease. Endoscopy and CT findings suggested probable Crohn’s disease and in a differential diagnosis we thought about ITB, but the Mantoux test and T-SPOT.TB test were negative. Due to the chronic cough and subfebrile temperature, an X-ray of the lung was performed, and the finding was very characteristic of lung tuberculosis. It was followed by positive bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) smear microscopy for Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MbT) and by a positive microbiological culture. In the biopsy of the small intestine material, an outbreak is detected of epithelioid cell granuloma with caseous necrosis in the centre, as well as Langhans giant cells – morphological criteria of intestinal tuberculosis.

The patient completed 9-month tuberculosis treatment, followed by a microbiologically achieved conversion to bacillus separation. Six months after stopping the tuberculostatic treatment the patient has normal lab tests, and the ileocolonoscopy did not reveal mucosal abnormalities.

Conclusion: In case of suspected Crohn’s disease in clinical practice, intestinal tuberculosis should always be excluded by a set of diagnostic methods, even if it is not an immunosuppressed or immunocompromised patient. Abdominal tuberculosis, in particular intestinal (ITB), is still a diagnostic challenge for clinicians.
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Background

Abdominal tuberculosis, in particular intestinal (ITB), is still a diagnostic challenge for clinicians. Very often the differential diagnosis between Crohn’s disease and ITB is difficult because the two diseases have similar clinical picture, endoscopic and histological findings, as well as imaging changes[1,2]. Despite the active worldwide prevention of the infection, which aims to eradicate it, there is still high TB incidence due to population migration and increasing incidence of diseases requiring immunosuppressive treatment[3,4]. We present a case of intestinal tuberculosis initially suspected to be Crohn’s disease.
Case report

24-year-old male, non-smoker, without prior medical disorders, HIV-negative, referred to a gastroenterology clinic due to clinical and endoscopic suspicion of IBD - ulcerative colitis.

On admission he has a 12-month history of constant abdominal pain, chronic diarrhoea / 7-8 bowel movements per day/, weakness, subfebrile temperature and an episode of haematochiasis. In one year he lost 13 kilograms. Has been coughing for approximately 6 months with insignificant expectoration. No chronic use of medications.

Physical examination revealed: pale skin and visible mucous membranes, pain at palpation in the right lower abdominal quadrant. The patient has BMI of 15.6 (height - 170 cm; weight - 45 kg).

Laboratory data during admission revealed: leucocytosis [total leukocytes: 19.6 x10^9 (normal values 3.79 - 10.33 x10^9), anaemia [Haemoglobin: 114 g / l (normal values 135 – 172 g / l )], thrombocytosis [platelets: 954 x10^9 (normal values 140 – 440 x10^9]), elevated CRP levels: 153 mg/l (normal values ≤ 5 mg/l), low serum iron levels: 2.5 umol / L (normal values 11.6 - 31.3 umol / L), low levels of vitamin B12: 106 pmol / L (normal values 156- 672 pmol / L), cholestasis without jaundice [GGT 115 U / L (normal values 0– 73 U / L ) and ALP: 210 U / L (normal values 45- 129 U / L)].

Stool samples were negative for enteropathogens: E. coli, Salmonella, Shigella, Campylobacter jejuni, Yersinia enterocolitica and Cl. Difficile toxin A / B.
The performed transabdominal ultrasonography of gastrointestinal tract found multiple slightly dilated fluid-filled small bowel loops with pendulous peristalsis. The colon descendens was shown as bowel wall thickening up to 7-8mm. To the right of the urinary bladder there was a bowel loop with 7 mm thickened bowel wall.

Ileocolonoscopy revealed a Bauhin’s valve insufficiency, with oedematous mucosa and hyperaemia.

From the cecum in distal direction throughout the colon there were multiple ulcers with marked oedema of the edges, in places covered with fibrin deposits as well and inflammatory polyps. The mucosa surrounding the ulcers appears normal with a preserved vascular pattern.

A Computed tomography (CT) enterography was performed. Mucosal hyper-enhancement was found along 4cm of the terminal ileum. It showed a circumferential wall thickening of the cecum and ascending colon up to 5mm, with 10cm length. (Figure 1) Similar changes are observed in colon descendens, which has a wall thickness up to 5 mm, with length of approximately 12 cm. There is marked contrast of the mucous layer as well as enlarged abdominal lymph nodes.

Endoscopy and CT findings suggested probable Crohn’s disease - A2L3B1 and in a differential diagnosis we thought about ITB. This is why we performed tuberculin skin test (Mantoux test) - 0 mm; Interferon gamma release assays (IGRA) test - T-SPOT.TB test - negative. Due to the chronic cough and subfebrile temperature, an X-ray of the lung was performed.

Chest X-ray presented patchy alveolar infiltrates in the right upper, left middle and left upper lung field. (Figure 2)

Stool samples were negative for enteropathogens: E. coli, Salmonella, Shigella, Campylobacter jejuni, Yersinia enterocolitica and Cl. Difficile toxin A / B. The performed transabdominal ultrasonography of gastrointestinal tract found multiple slightly dilated fluid-filled small bowel loops with pendulous peristalsis. The colon descendens was shown as bowel wall thickening up to 7-8mm. To the right of the urinary bladder there was a bowel loop with 7 mm thickened bowel wall.

Ileocolonoscopy revealed a Bauhin’s valve insufficiency, with oedematous mucosa and hyperaemia.

From the cecum in distal direction throughout the colon there were multiple ulcers with marked oedema of the edges, in places covered with fibrin deposits as well and inflammatory polyps. The mucosa surrounding the ulcers appears normal with a preserved vascular pattern.

A Computed tomography (CT) enterography was performed. Mucosal hyper-enhancement was found along 4cm of the terminal ileum. It showed a circumferential wall thickening of the cecum and ascending colon up to 5mm, with 10cm length. (Figure 1) Similar changes are observed in colon descendens, which has a wall thickness up to 5 mm, with length of approximately 12 cm. There is marked contrast of the mucous layer as well as enlarged abdominal lymph nodes.

Figure 1: A circumferential wall thickening of the cecum colon up to 5mm (White arrows)

Endoscopy and CT findings suggested probable Crohn’s disease - A2L3B1 and in a differential diagnosis we thought about ITB. This is why we performed tuberculin skin test (Mantoux test) - 0 mm; Interferon gamma release assays (IGRA) test - T-SPOT.TB test - negative. Due to the chronic cough and subfebrile temperature, an X-ray of the lung was performed.

Chest X-ray presented patchy alveolar infiltrates in the right upper, left middle and left upper lung field. (Figure 2)

Figure 2: Chest X-ray with multiple bilateral variable-sized confluent lung nodules

Chest CT showed multiple bilateral variable-sized confluent lung nodules more pronounced at the apical portion of the left upper lobes - 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 6th segments and less pronounced in the 4th and 5th segments, and discreetly in the basal segments of the lower lobes. A CT scan also showed enlarged paratracheal, aortopulmonary and hilar lymph nodes.

Fibrobronchoscopy was performed with bronchoalveolar lavage. Positive Broncho Alveolar Lavage Fluid (BALF) smear microscopy for Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MtB) was followed by positive microbiological culture.

Histopathological examination of the biopsy of the colon shows dilated crypts filled with detritus and neutrophils, lymphoplasmacytic inflammatory infiltration into the chorion
with neutrophils inclusions. In the small intestine material, an outbreak is detected of epithelioid cell granuloma with caseous necrosis in the centre, as well as Langhans giant cells – morphological criteria of intestinal tuberculosis. (Figure 3 A/B).

**Figure 3/A:** Small intestine biopsy with deformed villi (white arrow) and dilation of the lymph vessels (grey arrow) / H & E ×100.

**Figure 3/B:** Granuloma composed of central caseation surrounded from epitheloid cells and multiple Langhans giant cells/ H & E ×200.

Based on the conducted tests, it was believed to be infiltrative pulmonary tuberculosis with extra-pulmonary distribution and terminal ileum involvement of the lung with extra-pulmonary distribution and involvement of the small intestine.

According to the national regulation rules of treatment the patient completed 9-month fixed-dose combinations of drugs: Isoniazid + Tubocin + Pyrazinamide + Capreomycin for one month; HRZE (Isoniazid + Rifampin + Pyrazinamide + Ethambutol) for two months; Isoniazid + Tubocin + Ethambutol for three months; Isoniazid + Tubocin for two months.

At the end of therapy there was a microbiologically achieved conversion to bacillus separation.

Six months after stopping the tuberculostatic treatment the patient has a BMI of 20.8 (height - 170 cm; weight – 60 kg), no abdominal pain, no diarrhoea, no fever.

**Laboratory examination:** total leukocytes: 8.09 x10⁹ (normal values 3.79 - 10.33 x10⁹), Hemoglobin: 166 g / l (normal values 135 – 172 g / l), platelets: 279 x10⁹ (normal values 140 – 440 x10⁹), CRP levels: 0.66 mg / l (normal values ≤ 5 mg / l), serum iron levels: 15.7 umol / L (normal values 11.6 - 31.3 umol / L), vitamin B12 levels : 198 pmol / L (normal values 156- 672 pmol / L), normal liver enzymes.

The follow-up ileocolonoscopy did not reveal mucosal abnormalities.

Chest CT determined a reduction in the activity of the outbreak.

**Discussion**

Patient’s complaints on admission: chronically persisting abdominal pain, chronic diarrhoea, astheno-adynamic syndrome, subfebrility, low weight, leucocytosis, high CRP levels, anaemia, imaging data of oedema of the wall of the terminal ileum necessitate another ileocolonoscopy.

The endoscopic changes of the terminal ileum and Bahuin’s valve, with negative IGRA test (T.SPOT.BT) and negative Mantoux, initially led to a Crohn’s disease diagnosis.

The mild persistent cough, fever, anaemia, weakness and weight loss and lung graph data suggest pulmonary tuberculosis. A bronchoalveolar lavage with a subsequent direct bacterioscopy confirms that he has pulmonary tuberculosis. The morphological examination of biopsies taken from the terminal ileum shows haematogenous disseminated TB with involvement of the small intestine.

Data from literature indicates that about a quarter of abdominal tuberculosis cases develop together with pulmonary tuberculosis[5].

In our patient, the initial clinical focus was on the chronic diarrhoea and abdominal pain with endoscopic changes that indicate IBD. Many authors point out the difficulty of differential diagnosis between macroscopic changes in CD and ITB. Although tuberculosis can also affect all parts of the gastrointestinal tract, in most cases, predilection falls on the terminal ileum, ileocecal connection, and caecum[6,7,8,9].

Laboratory changes are nonspecific and indicate an inflammatory process. A number of authors have emphasised that the combination of non-specific laboratory changes and interferon gamma levels in IGRA tests help with the diagnosis[10,11,12].

However, in our patient’s case, the skin tuberculin sample and IGRA test were negative; therefore the clinical suspicion was in the direction of IBD.

Some authors describe in the diagnostic algorithm that the computed tomography of the abdomen and small intestine as a crucial diagnostic method for the confirmation of extra-pulmonary tuberculosis[13].

The changes in our patient detected by CT enterography are small and non-specific. The direct bacterioscopy of BAL and small intestine morphology were crucial for the diagnosis of infiltrative pneumonic tuberculosis of the lung with extra-pulmonary spreading and involvement of the small intestine.

The post-treatment follow-up of TBC by cross-section imaging is given importance in the literature[14], whereas we preferred to combine these methods with endoscopic tracing and morphological evaluation.

**Conclusion**

Tuberculosis is considered a rare disease in developed countries. Despite a worldwide decline in tuberculosis prevalence of around 2% per year, the disease remains in the top 10 as a cause of death, affecting all regions and age groups. The fastest rate of decline is seen in Europe with 11% per year (for a period of 5 years)[15].

At the same time, there is a worldwide increase in the
incidence of IBD (Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis).

The clinical, laboratory, imaging and endoscopic findings in Crohn’s disease and intestinal tuberculosis are similar, and none of these methods on its own can lead to a diagnosis. Even the histomorphological presence of granulomas with caseous necrosis, which is considered a pathognomonic finding, may not be discovered in the early stages of intestinal tuberculosis.

Therefore, the gastroenterologist who is diagnosing Crohn’s disease for the first time must exclude a number of diseases, including intestinal tuberculosis. This process is sometimes difficult and requires clinical experience, differential diagnostic thinking, and remains a challenge.
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